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Lecture 11.   Surface Evaporation (Garratt 5.3)

The partitioning of the surface turbulent energy flux into sensible vs. latent heat flux is very
important to the boundary layer development. Over ocean, SST varies relatively slowly and bulk
formulas are useful, but over land, the surface temperature and humidity depend on interactions of
the BL and the surface. How, then, can the partitioning be predicted?

For saturated ideal surfaces (such as saturated soil or wet vegetation), this is relatively straight-
forward. Suppose that the surface temperature is T0. Then the surface mixing ratio is its saturation
value q*(T0).  Let z1 denote a measurement height within the surface layer (e. g. 2 m or 10 m), at
which the temperature and humidity are T1 and q1. The stability is characterized by an Obhukov
length L. The roughness length and thermal roughness lengths are z0 and zT. Then Monin-Obuhkov
theory implies that the sensible and latent heat fluxes are

HS = ρcpCHV1(T0 - T1),

HL = ρLCHV1(q0 - q1),   where CH = fn(V1, z1, z0, zT, L)

We can eliminate T0 using a linearized version of the Clausius-Clapeyron equations:
q0 - q*(T1) = (dq*/dT)R(T0 - T1),    R indicates a value at a reference temperature,

that ideally should be close to (T0 + T1)/2

HL = s*HS +ρLCHV1(q*(T1) - q1),     s* = (L/cp)(dq*/dT)R (= 0.7 at 273 K, 3.3 at 300 K) (1)

This equation expresses latent heat flux in terms of sensible heat flux and the saturation deficit at
the measurement level. It is immediately apparent that the Bowen ratio HS/HL must be at most
s*-1 over a saturated surface, and that it drops as the relative humidity of the overlying air decreas-
es. At higher temperatures, latent heat fluxes tend to become more dominant. For an ideal surface,
(1), together with energy balance

RN - HG = HS  + HL

can be solved for HL:
HL = LEP  = Γ(RN - HG) + (1 - Γ)ρLCHV1(q*(T1) - q1) (2)

Γ = s* /(s* + 1) (= 0.4 at 273 K, 0.77 at 300 K)
The corresponding evaporation rate EP is called the potential evaporation, and is the maximum
possible evaporation rate given the surface characteristics and the atmospheric state at the measure-
ment height. If the surface is not saturated, the evaporation rate will be less than EP. The figure on
the next page shows HL vs. the net surface energy influx RN - HG for T1 = 293 K and RH1 = 57%,
at a height of z1 = 10 m, with a geostrophic wind speed of 10 m s-1, assuming a range of surface
roughness. Especially over rough surfaces (forest), HL often exceeds RN - HG, so the sensible heat
flux must be negative by up to 100 W m-2. The Bowen ratio is quite small (0.2 or less) for all the
saturated surfaces shown in this figure.
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Evaporation from dry vegetation
We consider a fully vegetated surface with a single effective surface temperature and humidity

(a ‘single-layer canopy’). The sensible heat flux is originates at the leaf surfaces, whose tempera-
ture is T0. The latent heat flux is driven by evaporation of liquid water out of the intercellular spaces
within the leaves through the stomata, which are channels from the leaf interior to its surface. The
evaporation is proportional to the humidity difference between the saturated inside of the stomata
and the ambient air next to the leaves. The constant of proportionality is called the stomatal resis-
tance (units of inverse velocity)

rst = ρ(q*(T0) - q0)/E (3)

Plants regulates transport of water vapor and other gasses through the stomata to maintain an op-
timal internal environment, largely shutting down the stomata when moisture-stressed. Hence rst
depends not only on the vegetation type, but also soil moisture, temperature, etc. Table 5.1 of Gar-
ratt shows measured rst, which varies form 30 -300 s m-1.

By analogy, we can define an aerodynamic resistance

ra = (CHV1)-1 = ρ(q0 - q1)/E (4)

Typical values of ra are 100 s m-1, decreasing in high wind or highly convective conditions. This
is comparable to the stomatal resistance. Working in terms of aerodynamic resistance in place of
CH is convenient in this context, as we shall see next, because these resistances add:

rst + ra= ρ(q*(T0) - q0)/E + ρ(q0 - q1)/E = ρ(q*(T0) - q1)/E, (5)

i. e. E  is identical to the evaporation rate over an equivalent saturated surface with aerodynamic
resistance rst + ra. The same manipulations that led to (1) and (2) now lead to:

HS = ρcp(T0 - T1)/ra

HL = LE  = ρ(q*(T0) - q1)/(rst + ra) = {s*HS +ρL(q*(T1) - q1)}{ra/(rst + ra)}

HL = Γ∗(RN - HG) + (1 - Γ∗)ρL(q*(T1) - q1)/ (rst + ra)              , (6)
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          where Γ∗ = s* /(s* + 1 + rst/ra)

This is the Penman-Monteith relationship. Comparing (6) to (2), we find that Γ∗ < Γ, so the heat
flux will be partitioned more into sensible heating, especially if stomatal resistance is high, winds
are high, or the BL is unstable. The effect is magnified at cold temperatures where s* is small. The
ratio of HL to the saturated latent heat flux (2) given the same energy influx RN - HG is

HL/HL, sat =

Calculations of this ratio for neutral conditions, a 10 m s-1 geostrophic wind speed, and various
surface roughnesses are shown in the figure below. For short grass, the surface transfer coefficient
is low, so the aerodynamic resistance is high and stomatal resistance does not play a crucial role at
high temperatures (though at low temperatures it cuts off a larger fraction of the latent heat flux).
For forests, stomatal resistance is very important due to the high surface roughness (low aerody-
namic resistance).

Soil moisture
If the surface is partly or wholly unvegetated, the evaporation rate depends on the available soil

moisture. Soil moisture is also important because it modulates the thermal conductivity and hence
the ground heat flux, and affects the surface albedo as well as transpiration by surface vegetation.
For instance, Idso et al. (1975) found that for a given soil, albedo varied from 0.14 when the soil
was moist to 0.31 when it was completely dry at the surface.

If the soil-surface relative humidity RH0 is known, then the evaporation is
E = ρ(RH0q*(T0) - q1)/ra .

Note that net evaporation ceases when the mixing ratio at the surface drops below the mixing ratio
at the measurement height, which does not require the soil to be completely dry. Soil moisture can
be expressed as a volumetric moisture contentη (unitless), which does not exceed a saturated value
η s, usually around 0.4. When the soil is saturated, moisture can easily flow through it, but not all
pore spaces are water-filled. As the soil becomes less saturated, water is increasingly bound to the

1
1 1 Γ–( ) rst ra⁄( )+-----------------------------------------------
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soil by adsorption (chemicals) and surface tension.
The movement of water through the soil is down the gradient of a combined gravitational po-

tential gz (here we take z as depth below the surface) plus a moisture potential gψ(η). The moisture
potential is always negative, and becomes much more so as the soil dries out and its remaining wa-
ter is tightly bound.  Note ψ has units of height.  The downward flux of water is

Fw = - ρwK(η)∂(ψ + z)/∂z, (Darcy’s law)

where K(η) is a hydraulic conductivity (units of m s-1), which is a very rapidly increasing function
of soil moisture.  Conservation of soil moisture requires

ρw∂η/∂t  =  - ∂Fw/∂z

The surface relative humidity is
RH0  =  exp(-gψ|z = 0/RvT0)

i. e. the more tightly bound the surface moisture is to the soil, the less it is free to evaporate. Em-
pirical forms for ψ and K as functions of η have been fitted to field data for various soils:

ψ  = ψs(η/η s)-b

K  = Ks(η/η s)2b + 3

where ψs and Ks are saturation values, depending on the soil, and the exponent b is 4-12. For b =
5, halving the soil moisture increases the moisture potential by a factor of 32 and decreases the hy-
draulic conductivity by a factor of  4000!  Because these quantities are so strongly dependent on
η, one can define a critical surface soil moisture, the wilting point ηw, above which the surface rel-
ative humidity RH0 is larger than 99%, and below which it rapidly drops. The wilting point can be
calculated as the η below which the hydraulic suction -ψ exceeds 150 m.
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η, one can define a critical surface soil moisture, the wilting point ηw, above which the surface rel-
ative humidity RH0 is larger than 99%, and below which it rapidly drops. The wilting point can be
calculated as the η below which the hydraulic suction -ψ exceeds 150 m.
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Parameterization of surface evaporation in large-scale models
In practice, simplified formulations of soil moisture and transpiration are used in most models.

We will defer most of these until later. However, the MM5 formulation of surface evaporation is
particularly simplified. It is

E = ρLCHV1M(q*(T0) - q1),

i. e. the standard formula for evaporation off a saturated surface at the ground temperature T0 (cal-
culated by the model) multiplied by a moisture availability factor M between 0 and 1 that is as-
sumed to depend only on the surface type.  This formulation avoids the need to initialize soil
moisture, but is tantamount to assuming a surface resistance that is proportional to the aerodynamic
resistance, with

rs/ra = (1 - M)/M

While this type of formulation can be tuned to give reasonable results on an annually averaged ba-
sis, it is likely to be in error by a factor of two or more in individual situations, because rs and ra
are both subject to large and independent fluctuations. More sophisticated schemes explicitly prog-
nose soil moisture (often using relaxation to specified values deep within the soil to control fluc-
tuations) and vegetation characteristics and determine the evaporation from these.

MM5 surface types and their characteristics (Appendix 4 of MM5 manual)
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LSM group meeting, 17 April 2007.

Why Do We Need Land Surface Models?

• Need to account for subgrid-scale fluxes

• The lower boundary is the only physical boundary for

atmospheric models

• LSM becomes increasingly important:

– More complex PBL schemes are sensitive to surface fluxes and

cloud/cumulus schemes are sensitive to the PBL structures

– NWP models increase their grid-spacing (1-km and sub 1-km).

Need to capture mesoscale circulations forced by surface variability

in albedo, soil moisture/temperature, landuse, and snow

• Not a simple task: tremendous land surface variability and

complex land surface/hydrology processes

• Initialization of soil moisture/temperature is a challenge



LSM group meeting, 17 April 2007.

Land-surface model (LSM)

development chronology

• Gen-0 (prior to 60s): lack of land-surface processes
(prescribed diurnal cycle of surface temperature)

• Gen-1a (mid 60s): surface model with time-fixed soil
moisture

• Gen-1b (late 60s): Bucket Model (Manabe 1969): time- and
space-varying soil moisture

• Gen-2 (70s): Big-leaf model (Deardorff 1978): explicit
vegetation treatment; a major milestone

• Gen-3 (late 80s): development of more sophisticated models
including hydrological, biophysical, biochemical, ecological
processes (e.g., BATS, SiB, NCARLSM, Century)

• mid 90s: implementation of advanced LSMs at major
operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) centers



LSM group meeting, 17 April 2007.

An LSM must provide 4 quantities to

parent atmospheric model

• surface sensible heat flux QH

• surface latent heat flux QE

• upward longwave radiation QLu

– Alternatively: skin temperature and sfc emissivity

• upward (reflected) shortwave radiation aQS

–  Alternatively: surface albedo, including snow effect



Noah LSM in NCEP Eta, MM5 and WRF  Models
(Pan and Mahrt 1987, Chen et al. 1996,  Chen and Dudhia 2001,

Ek et al., 2003)
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	Lecture 11. Surface Evaporation (Garratt 5.3)
	HL = s*HS +rLCHV1(q*(T1) - q1), s* = (L/cp)(dq*/dT)R (= 0.7 at 273 K, 3.3 at 300 K) (1)
	RN - HG = HS + HL
	HL = LEP = G(RN - HG) + (1 - G)rLCHV1(q*(T1) - q1) (2)

	G = s* /(s* + 1) (= 0.4 at 273 K, 0.77 at 300 K)
	Evaporation from dry vegetation
	rst = r(q*(T0) - q0)/E (3)
	ra = (CHV1)-1 = r(q0 - q1)/E (4)
	rst + ra= r(q*(T0) - q0)/E + r(q0 - q1)/E = r(q*(T0) - q1)/E, (5)
	HL = G*(RN - HG) + (1 - G*)rL(q*(T1) - q1)/ (rst + ra) , (6)

	HL/HL, sat =
	Soil moisture
	E = r(RH0q*(T0) - q1)/ra .
	Fw = - rwK(h)¶(y + z)/¶z, (Darcy’s law)
	rw¶h/¶t = - ¶Fw/¶z
	RH0 = exp(-gy|z = 0/RvT0)
	y = ys(h/h s)-b
	K = Ks(h/h s)2b + 3
	Parameterization of surface evaporation in large-scale models
	E = rLCHV1M(q*(T0) - q1),
	rs/ra = (1 - M)/M


